
 

 

GROUND 

SIGNALS 
1920 16" disc 

pattern 
 

Cast & etched parts for 2 signals 
 

The parts are designed for soldered 

assembly. Use a 25-40W pencil bit iron with 

70° and 145° solders and a liquid flux. A 

balsa block to pin down parts helps keep 

things square. Burnish both sides of the fret 

before removing any parts. It may be easier 

to tin some parts before removal. The etched 

balance weights/arms should be discarded. 

The signals are intended to operate. 

 

Assembly instructions: 

 

Clear all the bearing holes with a no.64 drill. 

Drill a no.76 hole in the disc as shown, on 

the lower etched line, and 1.5mm from the 

edge. Solder a 0.9mm wire axle to the disc. 

 

After cleaning up the castings, low-melt 

solder the lamp to the side of the body, 

positioning it so that the lens is directly 

behind the top disc spectacle hole 

(temporarily fit the disc for this step). 

 
Insert the straight cast balance weight as 

shown, then a pre-tinned 0.9mm axle, 

soldering both ends to the body. Paper 

washers either side of the arm will prevent 

seizure. Solder the bracket and pulley to the 

front of the body (perhaps omitting these on 

a working signal, as they may foul the 

operating wire). 

 

Wash the two assemblies thoroughly in 

detergent water. Spray the disc assembly 

with white matt car primer, then add the 

horizontal red band. Glaze the top spectacle 

hole red (clear for signals that could be 

passed at danger, e.g. into a head shunt), and 

the lower one green. Spray the body 

assembly with matt black car primer, and 

add a touch of silver to the lamp lenses. 

 

Insert the disc axle into its bearing, then with 

a paper washer over the end against the 

casting, low-melt solder the back blinder to 

the axle. Tear away the washer, paint the 

back blinder, and lightly oil the bearings. 

Connect the disc and balance weight with the 

0.45mm nickel silver wire as shown. The 

signal is now ready for installation and 

connection to your chosen means of 

operation. 
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